Personality, Psychological Factors, and Behavioral Tendencies in Children With Vocal Nodules: A Systematic Review.
This systematic review examined the evidence linking vocal nodule development in children to personality traits, psychological factors, and associated behavioral tendencies. Four electronic databases-PubMed, Scopus, ScienceDirect, EBSCO Host-as well as the reference lists from articles (including online sources) were searched. After screening for relevance, eight comparative, case-control studies were identified that met inclusion criteria. The quality of each study was evaluated by two raters using a modified, standardized checklist. Four studies were rated as "good quality" and four were "fair". The questionnaires used to measure personality or psychological factors varied widely among the studies, and the results linking personality dispositions (and associated behavioral inclinations) to vocal nodule development in children were mixed. Fair to good quality evidence exists to suggest that psychological factors or personality traits related to extraversion and impulsivity (and their related behavioral inclinations) might predispose children to vocal nodules and deserve further attention. Clinical implications, limitations of the current systematic review, and recommendations for future research are also discussed.